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Upcoming Events:
-Domestic: India’s Foreign Exchange
Reserve for the week ended September
14, 2018.

Nifty Intra-week Chart

The Nifty ended with a Hanging Man candle for the second consecutive week. It broke down the lower end of the range defined by
us in our previous weekly communication followed by a sharp recovery from around 11,250 levels. Recovery in last two trading
sessions led to end the week above 11,500 mark, which is a silver line for the short-term bulls. Further, thorough technical study of
the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests, the Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be
11,680-11,350.
The Nifty ended 1.28% up at 11,515.20. Taking global cues it opened gap up followed up intraday rise towards critical down trending channel resistance placed around 11,490. Ending the last session of the week above 11,490 implies strength. However, sustained closing above 11,500 mark is necessary for the next leg of up move towards 11,580 levels.
On the weekly chart the benchmark index ended 0.64% down. It started the week on a weaker note below 11,600 levels and
continued breaking critical resistances placed around 11500 and 11350 levels towards 11,250. However, sharp recovery in last two
sessions helped the benchmark index to recover above 11,500 mark once again towards ending the week with a hanging man
candle. However, ending with a hanging man candle for the second consecutive week implies, the benchmark index may again get
into the trading band. 11,580 is going to be a critical resistance for the coming week.
Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index finished off the week above 11,500 mark. Sharp recovery form
11,250 levels imply this level may continue to serve as the major demarcation between bulls and bears. However, the Nifty breaking out 11,580 looks difficult for the time being. However, breaking out 11,580 may extend this recovery rally towards 11,680
levels. Further, Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 11,680-11,350.
Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming weekSupports- 11500, 11350 Resistances- 11580, 11680

-Global: Euro Area Inflation for August
2018., Japan Balance of Trade for August
2018., The U.S. Housing Starts for August
2018., The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended September 14,
2018., Euro Area Current Account Balance for July 2018., Euro Area Flash
Consumer Confidence for September
2018., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for
September 15, 2018., The U.S. Existing
Home Sales for August 2018., Japan
Inflation for August 2018., The U.S. Markit Flash PMI for September 2018., Euro
Area Markit Flash PMI for September
2018.

Open positional callsPositional T+5 BuyFuture Segment- BEL Fut on dips @ 91-90, TGT- 98, SL- 87
Positional T+5 BuyFuture Segment- NALCO Fut on dips @72-71 , TGT- 78, SL- 69
Positional T+3 BuyFuture Segment- WIPRO Fut @ 327, TGT- 337, SL- 322
Positional T+3 SellFuture Segment- REC Fut on rise @108, TGT- 100, SL- 112
Positional T+3 SellFuture Segment- BHEL Fut @ 76, TGT- 72, SL- 78
Positional T+2 SellFuture Segment- COAL INDIA Fut on rise @ 279, TGT- 273, SL282
Positional T+1 BuyFuture Segment- L&T FH Fut on dips around @ 161, TGT- 165, SL159
Positional BTST BuyFuture Segment- ASHOK LEYLAND Fut on dips around @ 132.50,
TGT- 136.50, SL- 130.50
Positional BTST BuyFuture Segment- TECH MAHINDRA Fut @ 756, TGT- 770, SL- 749
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Intraday Chart of Sensex

Market Turnover (In Crore) 14-09-2018
Name

Last

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore) 14-09-2018

Previous

Instrument

Purchase

Sale

Net

NSE Cash

33720.65

33345.82

Index Future

3131.71

2673.36

458.35

NSE F&O

612453.58

2261844.45

Index Option

81520.43

80318.28

1202.15

BSE Cash

2,778.43

2,981.53

Stock Future

12566.61

12345.88

220.73

BSE F&O

0.20

0.20

Stock Option

9446.59

9361.55

85.04

NIFTY Top Gainers
Name

%1D

Institutional Flow (In Crore)

%5D

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

Lupin

0.98

5.53

4,037,498.00

5,443,060.00

UPL

4.70

4.50

3,848,531.00

1,926,366.00

Hindalco

3.17

4.27

15,742,465.00

9,213,336.00

NTPC

2.91

3.58

6,117,278.00

5,655,801.00

Bajaj Auto

0.33

3.39

393,663.00

829,561.00

NIFTY Top Losers
Name

%1D

%5D

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

Tech Mahindra

2.79

1.88

3,591,403.00

3,322,688.00

SBI

1.88

1.96

15,149,585.00

23,230,320.00

Coal India

1.49

2.22

2,742,349.00

2,982,592.00

Titan

1.95

2.83

3,329,172.00

3,384,459.00

Yes Bank

2.80

4.75

36,624,891.00

32,865,750.00

Bulk and Block Deals
https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/
BulknBlockDeals.aspx

Institution Purchase Sale

Net (Last Day) Net Wk

Net Mnth

FII

7369.36

6278.8

1090.56

-2291.87

-4209.80

DII

3084.35

2969.21

115.14

886.26

4783.19

Market in Retrospect
Indian equity benchmarks rose for a second consecutive
day, with the Nifty posting its best two-day rally of 2018,
after consumer inflation fell below 4% for the first time this
year in August. Sensex rose 0.99% or 373 points to 38,091
and the Nifty climbed 1.28% or 145 points to 11,515.20.
Nifty Metal was the top weekly sectoral gainer, gaining by
2.24%, followed by Nifty Pharma which was up by 0.66%.
Nifty PSU Banks were the top losers, losing by 2.10%, followed by Nifty Banks, which were down by 1.11%.
Grasim Industries was the top gainer, gaining by 3.74%, followed by UPL & NTPC, which were up by 3.19% & 3.18%
respectively. Hero MotorCorp was the top loser, losing by
4.29%, followed by Tata Motors & Coal India, which were
down by 3.89% & 3.21% respectively.
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Buying support also witnessed on
Asian Indices and Nikkei was the top
performer this week and closed more
than 3.5% up.
Other Asian Indices also shown positive strength and closed in green.
However, selling pressure witnessed
on Indian indices and Sensex and Nifty
closed in Red due to weakness in
rupee.
NSE VIX stood at 13.84, up 0.87% over
the week.

MSCI indices shows positive bias
other than EM after the previous
week of negative trend.
US and European indices performed marginally better than
previous week performance.
CBOE VIX stood at 12.20 down by
18.01% over the week.

Asian Indices
Nikkei225
Hang Seng
STI
Taiwan
KOSPI
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%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
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BRIC Indices
IBOVESPA
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Index
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2.84
5.99
10.86
6.85
0.13
0.14
0.45
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4.34
1116.65
0.52
0.56
1.03
3.01
1.42

Prices for both light, sweet crude and Brent crude were
up on renewed concerns of a consumption and production imbalance. The US bond yield index was up by
1.5% over the week while the Indian Bond index was
up by 1.21%.

General purpose
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Polystyrene GPPS
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5.26
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6.78
5.10
4.64

Shipping Ind Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Baltic Dry
1382.00
2.06
6.87 19.88
3.56
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BWIRON
162.36
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1.05
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6.30
SG Dubai HY
5.55
0.18
6.88 21.16
19.61 32.15
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US
2.98
0.44
1.50
2.92
1.63 36.54
UK
1.53
1.93
5.07
21.38 14.92 24.63
Brazil
6.18
0.52
2.20
7.09
1.88 42.46
Japan
0.12
5.36
4.43
5.36 174.42 136.00
Aus
2.60
0.08
2.12
0.54
4.41
4.51
India
8.13
0.10
1.21
3.94
2.28 23.31

Gold has
shown some
strength as the
dollar lost its
way on softerthan-expected
US consumer
prices data that
weakened the
case for a
faster pace of
Fed policy
tightening.
Strength also
witnessed in
Silver too.
Weakness
continued on
LME metals
and prices of
Zinc fallen
almost 3%.
Baltic dry index
also witnessed
weakness this
week again.

News Impact
Annual Report Highlights
Ramkrishna Forgings Ltd


According to the management, the Indian CV market is expected to grow at CAGR of 10% to reach
USD 21.9 billion and cross 1 million units by 2022.



More demand has been shifting to higher tonnage trucks due to abolishment of checkpoints after GST
implementation which also improved freight movement. Demand for 30 tonnes trucks now comprises 28% in the CV industry up from 22% in 2015-16.



Scrappage policy 2020 can make approx. 7 lakh commercial vehicle obsolete. Huge opportunity for
the commercial Auto and Auto Ancillaries Industry.



The interest liability decreased by 6.88%, from INR75cr in 2016-17 to INR70 cr in 2017-18. This decrease was primarily due to more utilisation of export finance in the last financial year and deployment of the QIP proceeds for reduction of the utilisation of bank limits.



RKFL repaid INR85cr long term loans and for short term facility, net repayment was INR85.4 Cr.

Key AGM Highlights
Coal India Limited (CIL)


CIL reported Q1 FY19 consolidated sales of INR22,597 Cr (up22% YoY) and EBITDA of INR5,732 Cr (up
62% YoY) and PAT of INR3,786 Cr (up 61% YoY). The EPS also jumped to INR6.10 from INR3.79 of last
year’s corresponding quarter. The Annual consolidated revenue stood at INR87,268 Cr, EBITDA at
INR9,566 Cr and PAT at INR7,020 Cr. The Company paid a dividend of INR16.50 for each equity share
of face value INR10.



The Production for FY18 stood at 136.8 million MT against last year’s 118.8 million MT and Offtake
increased to 153 million MT from last year’s 137 million MT. Since April-Aug 2018, the production
stood at 216 million tonne (up 12% over same period last year) and offtake at 246.9 million tonnes
(up 9.5% over same period last year).



The CFO stated that the employee benefit expenses (incl. Gratuity cap extended to 20 lakhs from earlier 10 lakhs costing about INR4800 Cr and wage revision costing INR7400 Cr) has increased by about
INR12,200 Cr alone, which despite the employee headcount decreasing over the years has increased
the employee costs significantly dragging the bottomline below that of last year.



On the operations front, they said that the increased prices of coal in both domestic and global markets as well as extra charges like evaporation charge of INR50 per tonne, etc. came into effect only in
the Q4 FY18 and have little effect on the annual revenues.



For the current year, we believe the strong show from the 1st quarter will continue in the coming
quarters on the back of strong demand and production growth from Power sector which consumed
78% of CIL’s offtake for FY18. Also, coal prices under most complex circumstances will remain stable
domestically, as Coal India enjoys Fuel Supply Agreements with most state-owned power producers
supporting more growth.

News Impact
Linc Pen & Plastics Ltd


Launching of pentonic pen (MRP 10/-) was a significant move; Segment share: MRP 10 & below-32%; Above
MRP10-68%



Extra CapEx will add depreciation & interest cost in the coming quarters



Export 80 cr vs 105 cr. Suffered challenges in middle East & Africa resulting export share to drop to 23.4% vs
29.1% YoY; Increasing penetration in new geographies focusing on North America, south East Asia; APEC will be
50% writing market by 2025 as per sources giving enough scope to grow export revenue



Umbergaon facility, which commenced in July 2017 (capacity of 1.4 cr writing instrument per month) in Gujarat
will be focused on exports to US & Europe markets. The plant is currently running at 39% capacity. Overall capacity utilisation is around 90%.



In FY18, ForEx spend: INR 40 Cr; ForEx earning: INR 80 Cr; Targeting 400cr of rev (+20.5% YoY) & double-digit
EBITDA Margin by FY19

Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd


Industrial Packaging has grown in volume, turnover and profits despite the shrinking of almost 15% of
the market due to government regulations. Lubricants, Chemicals and Fruit Pulp are the major segments contributing significantly to the SBU’s sales.



Leather Chemicals business achieved higher volume and remained profitable in spite of the escalating
raw material prices through cost reduction, efficiency improvement in planning, manufacturing, sales
& marketing, technical services and product development.



Travel business has improved and registered an increase of 22% in net sales and over 100% in profits.
Delay in settlement of bills continues to be a major area of concern. Huge discounting and aggressive
marketing by online travel companies and MNCs may pose significant challenges. Vacations vertical
during FY18 reported lower turnover due to reduction in NRI business. There is buoyancy in bookings
for the FY 2018-19.



Grease & Lubricants business achieved an excellent growth of more than 25% in sales volume during
2017-18 due to increased thrust in Channel Sales (Automotive and Industrial).



In logistics, air remains the major focus as the Co. caters around 64% of the business through air. The
mgmt. is seeking opportunities to expand through ocean.



The Co is debt free but had to take a Term Loan of around INR15 crores only to meet some guidelines
for the cold chain operations. This debt will be repaid in a couple of years.



The Co. has signed a MOU with IIM Calcutta for a startup Fund of INR5 crores. 2 Companies has been
shortlisted – one in drone technology and the second in recycling of used flowers in temples.



The Co. had a good performance in Q1FY19 where PAT has gone up by more than 30%. However Q2 is
generally sluggish for the Co. The mgmt. is hopeful for a good year ahead.

News Impact
Force Motors Ltd.


No plan for NSE listing



51% JV with Rolls Royce to start production from Q1FY20 for exports of engines for their global requirement.



In 2002 company entered into Heavy trucks, MAN JV (30%). MAN failed to exports, company made losses. Sold the plant
& machinery to MAN. MAN after running for 8 yrs closed the plant. 75 acres of land, building & machinery purchased back
from MAN.



Purchase consideration not disclosed for land.



In LCV segment Cargo LCV is a bigger market 70%, Passenger LCV-30%. In passenger LCV segment company manufactures
26 seater LCV (MS-26%, No-2).



Mono Buses lighter by 800kg, applied many patents, fuel saving 1 km/lt, adaptable to electric vehicle. Without axels.



Company is 90% backward integrated manufactures all components required for a vehicle.



Work is going on E-vehicles, trail run going on in Germany.



In India Govt taxes 50% of cost of vehicle (Excise + Road Tax) which a consumer pays. In all developed countries tax ranges
between 20%-25%.



In LCV 70% of market is cargo where company was not present, will focus now.



Capex planned of Rs 1500cr over next 3 yrs on R&D, new products, expansion etc.



Plan to launch 2 new tractor model during Diwali, 2018 which is expected to drive tractor segment growth.



Technology focus Euro 6 vehicles from April 2020.

Kanoria Chemicals Ltd


The company is planning to expand its automotive business further by setting another plant in Canada. The
entire automobile electronics business is carried out by its wholly owned subsidiary APAG Holdings under
APAG Elektronik AG. This business has performed better than domestic business last year.



The company will offload 20 per cent stake in APAG Holding AG to Novares Venture Capital of France for INR52
crores. The company has entered into a binding agreement with Novares. The funds will be raised through an
issue of fresh equity shares.



The company has a denim manufacturing facility at Ethiopia. Ethiopia provides stable business environment
where they enjoy duty benefits, low power tariffs, workers are trained workers. New prime minister is also expected to create a favorable environment for the business.



There are both advantages and disadvantages of rupee depreciation. The company imports methanol for its
domestic chemical business. Where they have to pay more however the exports of their finished goods would
also bring more revenue.



It is setting up a formaldehyde plant with a capacity of 1 lakh tonne per annum at Naidupeta, District Nellore in
Andhra Pradesh. This would start generating revenue from next year. It is more of a relocation of its existing
gujarat plant. This would help in reducing some of the transportation cost.



The company has outstanding orders of INR1200 Crores for the next three years.

News Impact
Domestic News
Engineers India to acquire 100% of Projects and Development India Ltd
In a regulatory filing, Engineers India Ltd (EIL) considered the proposal for acquisition of 100 percent paidup share capital of Projects and Development India Ltd PDIL from President of India. Miniratna PSU PDIL
is under the administrative control of Chemical and Fertilizers Ministry. In order to bring in efficiency in
functioning of public sector undertakings, the government is pushing for merger of similarly placed firms.
This merger would help create EIL to tap the benefits in Chemical & Fertiliser industry and also compete
strongly in global markets.

Hiring picks up at TCS, Infosys, Cognizant, Wipro and HCL Tech
The top five software services providers operating in India added 24,047 people in the first quarter of this
fiscal, compared with the 13,772 net additions in the previous fiscal, leading many experts to believe that
the industry is set to record the fastest growth in three years. The turnaround in the pace of hiring at Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS), Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp., Infosys Ltd, Wipro Ltd and HCL
Technologies Ltd in the June quarter follows a year of tepid employee additions, the slowest pace since
the offshore outsourcing boom started at the turn of the century. Analysts attribute the reversal of fortunes for the sector to three reasons. First, companies are looking to spend more on outsourcing technology work. Second, Fortune 1000 companies are using data analytics platforms offered by information
technology (IT) vendors to run their business better. This, in turn, is translating into more work for the
outsourcing companies, for now. And third, companies are increasing their spending on digital technologies. The increased spending has led to more contracts valued at over USD1 billion.

India’s trade deficit at USD17.4 billion in August as imports, exports rise
India’s exports grew 19.21% to USD27.84 billion in August due to healthy performance by sectors such as
petroleum. Exports excluding petroleum also reported a positive growth of 17.43%. Merchandise imports, too, rose 25.41% to USD45.24 billion last month due to rising crude oil prices, leaving a trade deficit of USD17.4 billion. In July, trade deficit soared to a near five-year high of USD18.02 billion. During April
-August of the current fiscal, exports recorded a growth of 16.13%, while imports during the first five
months grew 17.34%.

SpiceJet opens five new air routes in Uttar Pradesh
An agreement was signed between the Uttar Pradesh government and private air carrier Spice Jet to fly
on five new routes in the state. The new routes on which flights will begin after clearances from the Union Civil Aviation Ministry and the UP government are Varanasi-Kolkata, Varanasi-Bengaluru, KanpurMumbai, Kanpur-Bengaluru and Gorakhpur-Bengaluru. The state government is planning to open up air
services from Bareilly. Under the agreement, discounts would be provided to SC/ST travellers and others
as per provisions of the state government.

News Impact
Govt approves 100% electrification of railways by 2021-22
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved
the proposal for electrification of 13,675km of railway tracks at a cost of INR12,134.50crore to make Indian Railways fully electrified by 2021-22. The complete electrification of broad gauge routes of Indian Railways will have significant impact in areas of railway safety, capacity and speed. Besides, helping the national carrier INR13,510crore per annum in fuel bill. The move is expected to reduce consumption of high
-speed diesel by about 2.83 billion litres per annum and, as a result, greenhouse gas emissions—thus imparting the railways a smaller carbon footprint. Currently, around two-third of freight and more than half
of passenger traffic in Indian Railways moves on electric traction. However, electric traction accounts for
just 37% of the total energy expenses of Indian Railways. This move will also help to reduce expenditure
on maintenance of locomotive. Electric locomotive maintenance cost is INR16.45 per thousand gross
tonne kilometres (gtkm), while for diesel locomotive it is INR32.84/1000 gtkm.

Yes Bank raises USD400 million through syndicated loan facility
Yes Bank announced that it has raised USD400 million (approx INR2894 crore) through syndicated loan
facility, borrowed out of its IFSC Banking Unit (IBU) in Gujarat International Finance Tech City (GIFT). This
amount will be utilised to support the IBU's growing business. The bank has tied up a three-year loan facility in a syndication led by Bayerische Landesbank, Commerzbank, CTBC Bank, First Abu Dhabi Bank
PJSC, Korea Development Bank, State Bank of India, United Overseas Bank Ltd and Westpac Banking Corporation, ensuring representation from a diverse set of countries across Europe, Middle East, Asia and
Asia-Pacific.

GAIL to expand gas pipeline network capacity by 50% in 3 yrs
GAIL India announced that it will expand its pipeline network capacity by about 50% by constructing
5,500-kilometers of new lines in the next three years. The state-owned company is also looking at setting
up 400 CNG stations and giving out a record 10 lakh piped natural gas (PNG) connections to household
kitchens. GAIL operates 11,000-km of pipeline network and markets two-thirds of all natural gas sold in
the country. It is rapidly building infrastructure to support the government push towards a gas-based
economy by raising the share of natural gas in the energy basket to 15% from current 6.2%, in next few
years. The company is building a 2,655-km gas pipeline from Jagdishpur in Uttar Pradesh to West Bengal
and Odisha, the first phase of which would be completed before the scheduled target of December 2018.

Power NPA case: SC transfers all pleas filed in different HCs to itself
In a relief to power companies, the Supreme Court on Tuesday transferred all pleas filed before different
high courts to itself in power NPAs case. The apex court asked RBI, other parties to maintain status quo
with respect to insolvency proceeding against power companies. And status quo as of now means in
effect the RBI's February 12 circular stays. The RBI's plea in Supreme Court will be heard in November. No
case can be filed anywhere now including NCLT.

News Impact
Hero MotoCorp to launch four 200-300cc bikes over the next 18 months
Hero MotoCorp Ltd is set to introduce four motorcycles with 200-300cc engine capacity over the next 18
months and sell them through new premium dealerships in a strategy to diversify from its image as a
mass-market brand. India’s largest two-wheeler maker will also retail a new range of merchandise and
accessories through these outlets. The maker of the Splendor and Passion motorcycles has meanwhile
hired Virat Kohli, India’s cricket team captain, as its new brand ambassador, adding a brand name to promote the new sales network and merchandise will be announced in due course.

Arcelor Mittal offers revised bid for Essar Steel


Arcelor Mittal is believed to have submitted a revised bid to the Committee of Creditors of Essar
Steel. The revised bid, believed to be at Rs 42,000 crore, is more than Numetal's Rs 37,000 crore bid
that was submitted in the second round, the ET NOW report claimed.



This came after the NCLAT had ruled that Numetal's second round bid for Essar Steel was valid. The
tribunal had asked ArcelorMittal to clear the dues worth Rs 7,000 crore to be eligible for the second
round bidding.



It has also offered to clear dues worth Rs 7,000 crore associated with Uttam Galva and KSS Petron
after the NCLAT ruling.

Brexit uncertainty clouds Jaguar Land Rover’s recovery
Protracted Brexit talks are weighing on the recovery prospects of Jaguar Land Rover, the carmaker that is
already under pressure to keep up as the global automobile industry moves toward electrification and
automation. After reporting a loss of GBP210 million (USD271 million) in the quarter through June, JLR
warned the U.K. government that failing to secure a good deal over the terms of U.K.’s departure from
the European Union would wipe out billions from its coffers and hobble its operations. A “bad Brexit”
would jeopardize as much as GBP80 billion in spending by Jaguar Land Rover over the next five years,
adding extra costs and delays in parts deliveries coming from outside the U.K. would cut profit by GBP1.2
billion pounds a year.

Supreme Court refuses to stay panel formed to decide Sterlite Copper reopening


The Supreme Court has directed the National Green Tribunal to decide on the question of maintainability and merit of Vedanta-owned Sterlite Copper's plea challenging closure order of its factory by
Tamil Nadu, disposing of at the same time a petition filed by the state seeking a stay on proceedings
at Tribunal.



In essence, the committee set up by the NGT in an order on August 20 to decide on reopening the factory can progress unhindered.

News Impact
HCL Technologies INR40-bn buyback offer to commence on September 18
IT services firm HCL Technologies Tuesday said its INR40 billion buyback offer will commence on September 18. The company's shareholders had last month approved the buyback proposal. The date for opening of the buyback has been set for September 18 and will close on October 3.

JSW Steel crude steel output grows 8% in August
JSW Steel Ltd said its crude steel output grew 8.3% to 1.448 million tonne during August 2018. The company’s crude steel production was at 1.337 million tonne in August 2017. Last month, the production of
flat rolled products was almost flat at 0.981 million tonnes against 0.979 million tonne in August 2017.
The output of long rolled products increased 9.7 per cent to 0.305 million tonnes over 0.278 million
tonne in the same month last year.

JSW, Liberty House and Tata likely to bid for Usha Martin steel business
JSW Steel, Tata Steel, and Liberty House are understood to be evaluating a bid for Usha Martin, which is
in the last lap of divesting its steel business. Of the five companies in the fray, these three are potential
bidders, source said. Bids are expected to be invited this month. Usha Martin had put its steel business
on the block to pare its debt, pegged at around Rs 45 billion. Sources close to the development said Arpwood Capital and SBI Capital Markets were given a joint mandate of finding buyers in June.

Tata Global Beverages restructured its International operations
Tata Global Beverages Ltd. said it has restructured its overseas operations by merging its businesses in
Canada, Australia, Americas, Europe, Middle East and Africa. It has also sold its plantations in Sri Lanka
and shut its joint venture business in China. The restructuring will lead to better synergies, cost optimisation and increased focus on core business.

Dr. Reddy received USFDA approval for Neostigmne MethylSulphate
Dr. Reddy’s Lab received USFDA approval for Neostigmne MethylSulphate used as cholinesterase inhibitor used in the treatment of Myasthenia Gravis and to reverse the effects of muscle relaxants. The drug is
a generic equivalent of Bloxiverz. The immediate last 12 months Sales of Bloxiverz was USD111 Million.

JLR August sales down 4.9% at 36,629 units
Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) reported total retail sales of 36,629 vehicles in August 2018, down 4.9% YoY basis. JLR continues to face challenges in its key markets. China which used to provide support to the declining JLR sales has reported a de-growth of 38% YoY basis on the back of uncertainty regarding tariff changes and trade tensions. In North America, the largest automobile market, JLR manages to register a meagre 2% YoY growth. Despite the concerns over diesel and Brexit, JLR posted an encouraging growth rate
of 65% YoY basis mainly due to WLTP certification of the vehicles. But in Europe JLR sales dropped by 3%
YoY basis to 7,029 units.
Declining JLR sales is expected to have an adverse impact on the Tata Motors Ltd’s financial performance
as it contributes around 80% of the consolidated sales.

News Impact
OMCs may find it difficult to pass on price hike in upcoming quarter
With the rise in crude oil prices in international markets, state-run oil marketing companies (OMC) have
been able to pass on most of the hike to the retail market. However, as resentment against higher fuel
prices gets louder, not many are sure for how long the OMCs will manage to maintain margins.
Given the recent uproar over the fuel price hike, the government may come under pressure to cut down
on duties in the next few months, and, it won’t be a surprise, if the OMCs are expected to absorb some of
it.

Toyota to make Suzuki cars at Bengaluru plant
Toyota Motor Corp. has agreed to produce Suzuki Motor Corp.’s cars to utilize the idle capacity at its Bengaluru factory, widening the alliance between the two companies in India. Toyota Kirloskar Motor Pvt.
Ltd, the local unit, is currently studying the feasibility of making Suzuki cars at its second factory on the
outskirts of Bengaluru. The study would also help decide on the Suzuki models that would be produced
by Toyota. If Toyota goes ahead with the plan, the company will be able to boost capacity utilization at its
second factory. That plant currently produces the Etios Liva and Etios cars, whose sales have remained
lacklustre. A deal would be an expansion of an agreement unveiled by Toyota and Suzuki in March to sell
each other’s vehicles in India through a cross-badging arrangement. That tie-up entailed Suzuki supplying
the Baleno premium hatchback and Vitara Brezza sport-utility vehicle to Toyota. In return, Toyota would
supply its Corolla sedan to Suzuki. The cars would be sold by Toyota and Suzuki under their own brand
names through their individual dealership networks.

Mahindra & Mahindra to go carbon neutral by 2040
Mahindra & Mahindra announced that it aims to become a carbon neutral company by 2040 with focus
on energy efficiency and usage of renewable power. The company will work on its carbon neutrality commitment with international non-profit organisation Environmental Defense Fund (EDF). The company will
leverage the latest technological advances and its recently announced Carbon Price to work towards being carbon neutral by 2040. The company will focus on energy efficiency and the use of renewable power
to achieve this target. Residual emissions will be addressed through carbon sinks. M&M is a signatory of
the science-based targets initiative which provides companies with a clear pathway for reducing emissions in line with the Paris Agreement's goal of limiting global warming to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels.

News Impact
Sugar prices recover on fresh demand
Prices of both the varieties of sugar recovered modestly at the Vashi wholesale market here Friday due to
renewed demand from stockists and retailers. Small sugar (S-30) prices rose by INR10 per quintal to
INR3,040/3,162 from Wednesday's closing level of INR3,040/3,152. Medium sugar (M-30) moved up by
INR14 per quintal to INR3,170/3,402 as against INR3,156/3,402 earlier. Following are today's closing rates
for sugar (per quintal) with the previous rates given in brackets: Small sugar (S-30) quality:
INR3,040/3,162 (INR3,040/3,152). Medium sugar (M-30) quality: INR3,170/3,402 (INR3,156/3,402).

Tatas to take on Korean majors in durables
The Tata group is set to take on the Korean might in the consumer durables space. With a foreign partner
and INR1000 crore planned investments, Tatas-owned Voltas will manufacture and sell refrigerators,
washing machines, microwave ovens and dishwashers in direct competition with Samsung and LG. For
Voltas, it is a return to a category it had bid adieu in late nineties, following sluggish business and steep
competition. The company, which has the largest share in AC market and recorded revenues of around
INR6300 crore in 2017-18, has partnered global home appliances maker for technology. Arcelik is a part
of Turkish conglomerate Koc group. Tatas and Koc will hold 50% stake each in the venture and the products to be branded as Voltas Beko, will be made in a plant that is coming up at Sanand in Gujarat. Till
then, the products will be imported from China, Turkey and Thailand. Beko is one of the brands of Arcelik. LG and Samsung dominate most of the categories in the consumer durables space, though Indian
companies are gradually looking to challenge their hold.

Bandhan Bank backs out of race to acquire PNB Housing Finance
Private sector lender Bandhan Bank has backed out of the race to acquire PNB Housing Finance, making it
one of the major drop-outs. Bandhan with about 90% weightage on microfinance in terms of loan outstanding was initially keen to acquire the Punjab National Bank promoted housing finance company as it
would have allowed the three-year old lender to diversify its portfolio. But it backed out in the last minute and did not submit the non-binding offer. The acquisition would also have helped Bandhan to pare
promoter’s stake to 40%. Bandhan Financial Holdings, which is the promoter, currently owns 82.28% in
the bank.

News Impact
Global News
China's Economic Growth Weakens on Continued Investment Slowdown
China’s economic momentum weakened a notch in August, with a continued slowdown in investment.
Industrial output rose 6.1 percent in August from a year earlier while Retail sales expanded 9.0 percent
from a year earlier. The surveyed jobless rate in urban areas stood at 5.0 percent and Fixed-asset investment rose 5.3 percent year-on-year in the first eight months.

Oil Set for Weekly Gain as Supply Risk Weighed Against Trade War
Oil is poised for a weekly gain as investors weigh potential supply losses from Iran against ongoing concerns over a trade war. The International Energy Agency warned prices could rise further unless other
producers offset falling output in Iran and Venezuela.

Top Palm Buyer Seen Cutting Imports for Fourth Month on Rupee
India’s palm oil imports probably dropped for a fourth month in August as a collapse in the currency of
the world’s biggest buyer lowered demand. Purchases declined 2.1 percent from a year earlier to 850,863
metric tons, according to the median of five estimates in a Bloomberg survey.

India Becomes Top European LNG Re-Export Destination
India was the top destination for European LNG re-exports during the July 2017 to September 2018 period. European re-exports to India, the world’s fifth largest LNG importer, totaled 0.8 million metric tons
over the period. France was the source of almost half of the 5.2 million metric tons of re-export volume
over the period.

Brazil Sugar Group Ready to Take Any New India Subsidy to WTO
Brazilian sugar makers are monitoring whether India will announce new subsidy program to boost exports. Group is supported by industry associations from other nations including Australia and Thailand. If
subsidies are confirmed, will be ready to lodge a World Trade Organization complaint.

Steel Futures in China Fall on Higher Supply Prospect
Rebar futures drop as market mulls possibility of winter output restrictions being eased. Production restrictions may be relaxed, although this specific news would have a limited impact on steel prices given
that they’ve already sunk so much this week.

Iron Ore Market to Be Oversupplied for Next 2-3 Years
Global market to be “modestly oversupplied” over next two-to-three years and result in lower prices, according to S&P Global Ratings. Gradual decline in price assumptions in 2019 and 2020 is driven mainly by
China’s focus on making its economy less investment-dependent, and by continued supply growth from
seaborne market.

News Impact
India Top Court Halts Bankruptcy Action Against Power Producers
India’s top court has ordered lenders to temporarily halt the start of bankruptcy proceedings against
power producer. The Supreme Court also agreed to transfer to itself 12 cases brought by power companies against a new mechanism by the central bank for dealing with stressed loans.

India Is Said to Plan Ethanol Price Increase to Cut Sugar Glut
India plans to increase ethanol prices by as much as 25 percent to cut a sugar glut in the world’s secondbiggest producer. The government may raise prices of ethanol made from B-heavy molasses to 59 rupees
(81 U.S. cents) a liter from 47.13 rupees announced earlier for the the year starting Dec. 1. Prices from Cheavy molasses will climb to 53 rupees from 43.46 rupees.

U.S. Car Brands Losing Share of Stalling Chinese Auto Market
American carmakers are losing ground in the Chinese market, and their problems are mostly tied to a lack
of competitiveness rather than the trade war. The market share of U.S. brands fell to 10.7 percent in the
first eight months of 2018 from 12.2 percent a year earlier. The drop was caused by companies including
Ford Motor Co. not refreshing their lineups in a timely manner.

China Price Drops From 2-Month High on Ample Holdings
Thermal coal for January delivery -1.8% to 625.6 yuan/ton on Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange at 9:41am
local time, first decline in four days. Port stockpiles are abundant and purchases by utilities will be limited. Hurt by bearish sentiment and losses in other commodities, thermal coal futures have fallen back.

ArcelorMittal Is Said to Boost Essar Steel Bid to USD5.8 Billion
ArcelorMittal has raised its bid for indebted Essar Steel India Ltd. to about 420 billion rupees (USD5.8 billion). Essar Steel owes creditors about 508 billion rupees. Billionaire Lakshmi Mittal-led ArcelorMittal is
keen to expand in India, set to be the second-largest producer this year, as economic growth drives demand and producers scale up capacity.

Oil Holds Below USD68 as Traders Weigh OPEC Output Against Iran
Oil held below USD68 a barrel as investors assessed whether higher OPEC production can offset a potential global supply crunch sparked by sanctions on Iranian crude. Speculation OPEC and allies will offset
output declines from American sanctions on Iran grew.

China's Stocks Nearing 2016 Low Have Asia Markets on Knife Edge
China’s sinking stocks are on the verge of an unwelcome milestone. The Shanghai Composite Index fell
1.2 percent on Monday to within 15 points of where it bottomed out in 2016. If the measure drops further, it’ll be trading at the lowest since November 2014.

News Impact
Steel in China Climbs on Mill Checks in Shanxi Province
Rebar futures advance as environmental checks in China’s Shanxi province boost prospects for interruptions to supply. Officials are checking plants in four cities in Shanxi as part of fourth wave of inspections in
province this year.

India may impose anti-dumping on certain type of Chinese steel: especially bars and rods
India may impose anti-dumping duty of up to USD 185.51 per tonne for five years on certain varieties of
Chinese steel with a view to guard domestic players.

Indian paper industry growing at 6-7pc, says industry official
The Indian paper industry is expanding at a rate of 6-7 per cent which would drive the growth of Century
Pulp and Paper. At present in India the per capita consumption of tissue paper is low at 123 grams compared to other countries.

Iraq Pumping Crude Oil at Record Levels, Unaffected by Protests
Iraq is pumping crude at record levels and the violent street protests that engulfed the oil-rich south have
not affected energy facilities in OPEC’s No. 2 producer. The country’s crude exports reached a record of
3.59 million barrels a day.

China Coal Imports Hold Near Four-Year High as Demand Resilient
Coal imports by China held near the highest level in four years, underscoring buoyant demand in the
world’s largest user even as lower domestic prices and a weaker currency hurt the appeal of overseas
supplies. Foreign purchases fell just 1.1 percent in August to the equivalent of 925,161 metric tons a day,
compared with 935,806 the previous month, the highest since January 2014.

News Impact
Economy News
IIP grows at 6.6% in July; unlikely to sustain going forward
The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) grew by 6.6% YoY in July 2018 against a revised 6.9% YoY (7.0%
YoY reported earlier) growth in June. Along with a favorable base, healthy performance by manufacturing
and consumer durables supported the index. IIP growth stood at 1% YoY in July last year when the industry was adjusting to the newly introduced GST regime.
Manufacturing growth improved to 7% YoY in July against 6.7% YoY in the previous month on the back of
favorable base and strong growth in commercial vehicles, cement and steel sectors. Manufacturing
growth was -0.1% YoY in July last year. There was some moderation in mining sector growth from 6.6%
YoY in June 2018 to 3.7% YoY in July 2018 driven by softness in crude oil and natural gas production. Electricity growth also softened to 6.7% YoY in July 2018 from 8.5% YoY in June 2018.
Among the use based industries, consumer durables sector recorded an impressive 14.4% YoY growth in
July against 13.4% YoY in June. Along with that, consumer non-durables also recorded 5.6% YoY growth in
July 2018 against 0.2% YoY in June 2018. However, capital goods production witnessed a slowdown in
growth despite a favorable base. Capital goods production grew by 3% YoY in July as against decline of
1.1% YoY a year ago and a growth of 9.8% in June 2018.
Outlook: This above 6% IIP growth number is unlikely to sustain in coming months. While there is an underlying recovery in manufacturing sector but favorable base played the lead role for the month of June
and July. From August onwards, we expect a moderation in IIP growth as displayed by early indicators like
PMI and auto sales numbers.
CPI inflation falls to 3.69% YoY; rate hike possibility cannot be ruled out
As expected, India’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) based inflation slowed to below 4% level for the first time
in 2018, due to easing prices of vegetables, fruits and pulses. CPI inflation came in at 3.69% YoY in August
compared to 4.17% YoY in July. CPI food inflation stood at 0.29% YoY in August compared to 1.37% YoY in
July. Within the food basket, vegetable inflation fell to -7% YoY from -2.19% YoY in July. Pulses and products inflation rate stood at -7.76% YoY from -8.91% YoY in July. However, fuel and light inflation stood at
8.47% YoY in August up from 7.96% YoY in July, on account of the increase in global crude oil prices.
Core inflation moderated to 5.9% YoY in August from 6.3% YoY in July. The decline was broad-based.
However, on sequentially it actually increased by 47bps vs. 44bps last month. Housing inflation fell to a
nine-month low of 7.59% YoY in August from 8.45% YoY in July 2018, partly due to base effect. On
monthly basis, it actually increased by 70bps. Other than that, clothing and footwear inflation was at
4.88% YoY in August comparison to 5.67% YoY in July 2018. Inflation in the households goods and services segment stood at 4.89% YoY compared to 5.18% YoY in July 2018. Inflation in the transport and
communication segment fell to near 6% YoY from 6.18% YoY in July 2018. However, sequentially it increased by 57bps during August and this is expected to rise sharply in September too on the back of high
petrol and diesel prices.

News Impact
Outlook: August inflation number is in line with our expectation. However, key risks to inflation would be
the rise in oil prices and the rupee depreciation. Along with that, hike in minimum support prices (MSP)
for Kharif season crops will likely add to inflation pressures. Our assessment shows that CPI inflation is
likely to increase by 70 bps over a 12 month period (October-March FY19 till the end of April-September,
FY20) due to the current MSP hike. Given that the impact of MSP hikes play out in the second half of
the current fiscal year, the average impact on FY19 CPI inflation is likely to be around 30 bps. However,
the impact of MSP on inflation will largely depend upon how the procurement will happen.
Against this background, unless there is some moderation in crude oil prices or some appreciation in rupee, the possibility of a rate hike in Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) October policy meeting cannot be ruled
out.

Events
CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC.
Company

Record Date

Ex-Date

Details

Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2 effective 17/09/2018

Maharashtra Seamless Ltd

Cash dividend of INR6 effective 17/09/2018

Rural Electrification Corp Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.75 effective 17/09/2018

Godfrey Phillips India Ltd

Cash dividend of INR8 effective 17/09/2018

PVR Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2 effective 18/09/2018

Jubilant Foodworks Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2.50 effective 18/09/2018

Gujarat Gas Ltd

Cash dividend of INR4 effective 18/09/2018

LUX Industries Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2 effective 18/09/2018

Jindal Saw Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.20 effective 18/09/2018

Oil & Natural Gas Corp Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.35 effective 19/09/2018

BEML Ltd

Cash dividend of INR8 effective 19/09/2018

Royal Orchid Hotels Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.50 effective 19/09/2018

Titagarh Wagons Ltd

Cash dividend of INR0.30 effective 19/09/2018

Domestic Events


September 21, 2018: India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended September 14, 2018.

Global Events


September 17, 2018: Euro Area Inflation for August 2018.



September 19, 2018: Japan Balance of Trade for August 2018., The U.S. Housing Starts for August 2018., The U.S. MBA
Mortgage Application for the week ended September 14, 2018., Euro Area Current Account Balance for July 2018.



September 20, 2018: Euro Area Flash Consumer Confidence for September 2018., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for September 15, 2018., The U.S. Existing Home Sales for August 2018.



September 21, 2018: Japan Inflation for August 2018., The U.S. Markit Flash PMI for September 2018., Euro Area Markit
Flash PMI for September 2018.

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line,
Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others.
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